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Candlemakers
since 1862

The story of Cerabella began in the late nineteenth century when Francesca Abella, a
woman ahead of her time, opened a small candle factory in Barcelona. More than 150 years
later, Cerabella, which continues to be run by the same family and is based in Barcelona and
Miami, has reinvented the profession by transforming its expertise into inimitable value.

Handmade in Barcelona

Design

Personalization

Every candle tells the story of the hands that
made it. These unique works of art are made with
the creative, open and Mediterranean nature of
the city where they were born.

Cerabella’s candle designs are the result of
hand-drawn inspiration from beginning to end,
featuring natural materials adorned with scents
that have been carefully selected by master
perfumers.

Thanks to its production facility and in-depth
knowledge of candle making, Cerabella is able
to offer personalised candles that range from
large quantities to unique wax sculptures.

Every candle is the result of the dedication of
a master craftsman who, with passion and care,
makes this unique profession a reality. Like the
flame of a candle, this artisanal and traditional
craft withstands the whirlwind of time.

Every piece reflects the personality of Cerabella
and its unique character that sets trends and
standards for decorative candles.
Jordi Labanda, Sybilla, Michelle Oka Doner, Miró
and Muma Soler are some of the artists who have
teamed up with Cerabella to create candles that
are now part of the collection.

The wide range of services make it possible to
carry out all types of wax projects at the highest
level.

Costum made candles

We design sculptural
pieces and we
materialise your
original idea.

Service to develop
a custom made
candle

We work with
professional
perfumers.

We have a wide
range of colours.

We study the
burning process
of each candle.

We are prepared
to produce in
large quantities.
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Candles in a glass container
180gr · 40hr
Glass vessel, 7,5x9cm with different
packaging options and designs.
*Minimum quantity 100 pieces
PROTECTION

OPTIONS

1. Glass with wooden lid
2. Glass with paper dust cover

1

2
OPTIONS

PACKAGING

1. Natural coloured cardboard
tube with black lids
2. Natural coloured cardboard
tube with golden lids
3. Black cardboard tube with
black lids
1

2

3

COLOURS (see page 6)
DECORATION (see page 9)

4

5

6

7

4. Black cardboard tube with
gold lids
5. White box
6. Natural coloured box
7. Cotton bag
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Candles in a glass container
200gr · 50hr
Glass vessel 7,7x9cm
*Minimum quantity 100 pieces

PROTECTION

OPTONS

1. Glass veesel with paper dust cover

1

PACKAGING

OPCIONS

1. White box
2. Black gift box

1

2

COLOURS (see page 6)
DECORATION (see page 9)
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Colours
180gr and 200gr glass vessels
*Minimum quantity 400 pieces.

Pale yellow

Intense yellow

Translucent yellow

Salmon

Petal pink

Pink

Orange

Red

Burgundy

Brown

Watergreen

Lightgreen

Bottlegreen

Emerald green

Dark blue

Violet

Lilac

Black

Silver

Gold

White
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Candles in containers
Tins, small vessels and jars with lids.

CONTAINERS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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*also available in colour
(page 6)
OPTIONS

CONTENT

BURNING TIME

MINIMUM QUANTITIES

1. Tin can

90 gr

20 hr

300u

2. 70g glass vessel

70 gr

12 hr

300u

3. 70g glass vessel with wooden lid

70 gr

12 hr

300u

4. Confit XL with golden lid

500 gr

75 hr

100u

5. Confit XL with white lid

500 gr

75 hr

100u

6. Confit G with golden lid

110 gr

20 hr

100u

7. Confit G with white lid

110 gr

20 hr

100u

8. Jar “G” with golden lid

240gr

50hr

100u

9. Jar “P” with golden lid

150gr

25hr

100u

DECORATION (see page 9)

We fill your vessel
If you already have a vessel and
would like to turn this into a
candle, we can fill it with scented
vegetable or soy wax.
Send us a sample of it so we can
study the burning process and
give you a quote.
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Air freshener
Reed diffuser 100ml and Room spray
*Minimum quantity 300 pieces
WOODEN RING
OPTIONS

1. Reed diffuser with wooden ring
2. Reed diffuser without wooden ring

1

2

PACKAGING

ROOM SPRAY
OPTIONS

1. White box
2. Natural coloured cardboard tube
with black caps
3. Natural coloured cardboard tube
with golden lids
4. Black cardboard tube with black lids
5. Black cardboard tube with golden lids
1

2

3

DECORATION (see page 9)

4

5

6

6. Room spray, 100ml, with cardboard tube
7. Room spray, 100ml, without cardboard tube
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Decoration
Labels and prints
Personalise your candle with a label or a
drawing or logo printed on the vessel.

Prints
Minimum quantity 400u

Digitally printed label
Minimum quantity 100u

Gold, silver or black embossed label
Minimum quantity 400u
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Perfums
Citrus

Oceanic

Accords of citrus, orange, mandarin, lemon and
bergamot from the Mediterranean or from the far
east such as yuzu and kumquat.

Salty and marine scents, to the same group we
add the scents of “soap” and “clean air”.
Lime & Peppermint, Violet & Caramel, Salt &
Spice, Sea & Musk, Salty Sea...

Basil & Vetiver, Citronella, Lemon Verbena,
Mojito, Orange, Gardenia & Coriander...

Floral

Aromatic

The preeminent feminine family, where different
floral notes coexist, from rose, jasmine or violet to
more exotic notes like ylang ylang or tiare.
Acacia, Rose Petals & Champagne, Freesia &
Mimosa, Bamboo & Lotus, Jasmine & Magnolia...

Perfumes containing spicy notes of lavender,
rosemary and sage, usually combined with citrus
or woody accords, with a refreshing and elegant
effect.
Lavender, rosemary, thyme, mint, camomile,
oregano...

Woody
Accords based on woody notes, such as
sandalwood, cedar, pine, oak.... reveal a
refined and warm, slightly masculine facet,
complemented by spicy or floral notes.
Cedar & leather, pine & rosemary, sandalwood
& patchouli, incense...

Oriental
Rich and opulent perfumes based on ingredients
such as amber, musk, wood and balsam,
complemented by spices such as saffron and
nutmeg or floral notes.
Amber & Sandal, Black Amber, Cinnamon &
Clove, Hemp, Musk & Tobacco, Myrrh...

Gourmands
The sweetest fragrance chords of vanilla,
caramelised sugar or lemon cake with delicate
notes of mature fruits.
Almond & Milk, Sugar & Apple Pie, Biscuit &
Chocolate, Honey, Gingerbread...

Fruity
Notes of Mediterranean, tropical and refreshing
fruits, with a hint of sweetness and maturity.
Modern, fun and popular scents.
Melon & mango, pomegranate & davana, red
berries, lollipop, banana, pumpkin....

Green

Notes with a strong green presence, leaves,
cutted grass or sage, giving a strong, exciting
freshness.
Fig & wood, bamboo & vetiver, matcha tea &
ginkgo, herbs & leaves, matcha tea, green tea,
cactus, tomato, bamboo...
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Standard candles
from the catalogue of Cerabella

Choose a candle from the section “Boutique” of our catalogue and customise it with one of the following options:
OPTIONS

MINIMUM QUANTITY

1. Paper ribbon

100u

2. Engraving
* the cost of the tool is at the expense of the customer

100u
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Unique sculptural candles

At Cerabella we are ready to develop new concepts for
candles. Our designers advise the customer at all times to
bring their original idea to life.
*Project study and development of moulds until production
at the client’s expense.
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cerabella.com
Pol.Ind. Can Clapers 08181
Sentmenat, Barcelona
T. +34 93 715 31 02
export@cerabella.cat
CERERIA ABELLA
Carrer Sant Antoni Abat, 9
08001 Barcelona
Cerabella Group corp
2100 NW 129th ave suite 110
Miami Florida 33182 USA
sales@cerabella.com

@cerabellacandles
www.thingsaboutcandles.com

CANDLEMAKERS SINCE 1862
B A R C E LO N A
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